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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTATION BOOK

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In all work iu which accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation
m a systematic manner, The following instructions, takeu from the Engineering Department Figuring Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this matler

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases

where special blanks may be provided for specific kinds of computation. Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be

dome with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,
including all detail figuring.”

“Each subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page. The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
the top of the first page of the subject.”

“Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity, The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for

sake of appearance only, Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work, Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time

which wou!d be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”

‘Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa-
tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”

“Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book,”
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PAGE TWENTY

°

Light Flash Is Test Of New
Pl Equi»Army Photo Equipment

This is the season for lightning

bugs. In fact, many Daytonians
have noticed a super-dooper ‘light.
ning bug’ in the sky during the
ast week, but its flash is ae-
companied by the sound of an air-
plane motor,

A brilliant, quick light, with
beam directed earthward has been
winking in the darkened skies.
People run out of the house to
see a falling star , .,. but not so

. + » the same flash occurs in about

20 seconds over another section
of the city . .. but have no fear,
lightning bugs are not becoming
giants.

Wright Field photographic unit
3 testing a new type of flashlight
for night pictures, Starting out
many years ago, Capt. A. W
Stevens experimented in night
aerial photography by dropping
50-pound charges of flashlight
powder which produced a terrific
fight and exploded with quite a
noise,

These tests were followed hy
‘he use of flares, then bombs us-
mg powder, and now the very
latest in “stop-action” photogra-
phy . . . the stroboscopic method.

This type of picture taking from
3 plane at night uses no flashlight
bulbs . . . and even though the

shutter on the camera is operating
at a very slow speed, the mave-
ment created hy the speed of the
plane can be stopped “cold” by the
ittra high speeds of the light ac-
tion , ., briefly that's it ... hut

chere’s more to it than is men-

tioned here, for Wright Field pho-
wographic officials will say no
more about this intricate new

phase of making wartime pictures
from a fast moving plane,

Officials at the field said that
mpproximately a half-dozen more
flights would be made over the
city in testing the equipment.
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